CROSS CURRICULAR PROJECT LYON 6e
Subjects: English, History, Geography, French, Technology, Art
Objectives:
 Learn about the town of Lyon through history, its development and
geographical position.
 Learn about the technological inventions which led to the invention of
moving pictures (Les Frères Lumière, Charlie Chaplin)
 Make your own black and white film (story writing, filming, editing)
 Learn the vocabulary of the different places in a town in English,
compare Lyon to a town in GB (for example, York)
Subject content :
 In Technology:
o study the films made by the Frères Lumière, show some of the
inventions which led to the movie camera – for example a zoetrope,
flipbook…
o show how to edit a film using a computer programme, add the music
o learn about urban transport through time
 In English
o learn the vocabulary of a town
o compare the history of Lyon with a town in GB (the Romans, the
middle ages, the industrial revolution, 19th century, the Second World
War and the resistance movement)
o make a flipbook (instructions in English)
o watch an extract of a Charlie Chaplin film and explain its
characteristics (The Kid, In the Lion’s Cage, for example)
o prepare the scenario of a short film
 In History / Geography
o learn about the Romans and the town of Lyon
o Living in a town (Geo)
o Observe the layout of Lyon from Fourvière
o Learn about the different monuments (cathedral…)
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 In French
o Story-writing
o Prepare the scenario of a short film
o Le Petit Prince

The Day in Lyon
Before the trip each group chose the setting for their film (Roman
amphitheatre, in the park going down from Fourvière, on the pedestrian
bridge, Place Bellecour). Keep the choice limited.
Drop off at the Roman amphitheatre, pick up near the Opera House.
Walking tour:
- Roman amphitheatre (and the museum)
- Fourvière
- Through the park
- Place St Jean et les traboules
- Cross the pedestrian bridge
- Place Bellecour (questionnaire, see the statue of St Exupéry and the Little
Prince HDA)
- Rue de la république
- La bourse
- The opera house, the town hall and place des terreaux (statue de Bartoli
HDA)
Stop in each place to explain different aspects (history, geography, technology)…
and to film.
http://www.ac-grenoble.fr/college/sand.la-motte-servolex/spip31/spip.php?article228
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